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Carl Schmidt woke up to his alarm blaring garbled nonsense. To be completely honest, the 

alarm had been going off for some time before Carl would claim to actually be awake. He spent 

several minutes thinking it was part of a dream he was having, radio noise interrupting a pleasurable 

experience. But his girlfriend’s insistent kicks finally shattered that fantasy, and his conscious mind 

acknowledged the noise for what it was. 

Stumbling out of bed and the four steps to his dresser, Carl blearily peered at the old radio 

alarm, wondering how it had been knocked off its station yet again, and unable to remember which 

button to push to stop the noise. This, despite the fact that he had owned the blasted thing for over 

three years. Many mornings, Carl would just slap the top with his whole palm, mashing all the 

buttons until it turned itself off. This was a temporary fix, of course, usually resulting in a brief 

snooze before the whole thing repeated five minutes later. 

Today, he could see the time already read 7:19, and that was quite a bit later than he liked to 

get up. It wasn’t late enough that Carl would get to work past his scheduled start time, but still later 

than he was comfortable with. Carl liked to take his time, read the newspaper, maybe grab a bagel 

from the drive-thru on the way to the office. Now, he probably wouldn’t be able to do those things. 

So, with a deep sigh full of regret, he wiped the last vestiges of sleep from his eyes and found the 

switch to turn off the alarm for the day. 

Carl hated this alarm clock. Like many things in his life, it was far more outdated and had 

fewer features than his ideal version of such a thing would be. He’d much rather have one that could 

sync to his phone and play songs from his music library, maybe offer headlines and weather, say his 

name. Instead, he’d settled for a cheap option, functionable and ugly, plastic junk that he’d 

eventually grow so tired of that he’d replace it out of sheer desperation with a similarly awful, but 

cosmetically new, model. 

Rushing through a shower, spending less than ten seconds to fix his hair, Carl made it into 

his car and out the door in record time. He could still get that bagel before he headed to the office. 

Which, honestly, he needed now that he thought about work. 

Carl hated his job. That wasn’t surprising; most of his friends hated their jobs, including his 

girlfriend, Sarah. Sarah’s favorite dinner topic was how miserable she was, barely leaving Carl any 

room to lodge his own complaints. Inevitably, they’d waste most of meal time bitching about a lazy 

co-worker or an unfair new rule, until Sarah retired to her craft room and Carl crashed on his couch 

in front of the television, watching mindless programming until he drug himself upstairs to bed. 
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To say Carl was dissatisfied with life would be a big understatement. He’d had dreams when 

he was younger; everyone does, he supposed. He hoped to be a teacher, which sounded like a pretty 

good career to him. He liked working with children, was enticed by the creativity of putting together 

lesson plans, and would have adored the summers off, reading books in the air conditioning or 

strolling through the zoo on milder days. 

Carl even went so far as to get his teaching license in college. But after two years in a low-

income district, forced to read pre-written lectures to the letter, boxed in by standardized testing, 

limited by the lack of materials and technology, and stressed from long days with students who 

didn’t even have music and art any more, he’d given up. 

The private sector had seemed like a promising escape. He’d gotten a ten percent pay raise 

just to start for a growing company that had a great reputation. But eight years later, still trapped in 

that entry-level position, disillusioned with the knowledge that hard work and reliability didn’t 

necessarily translate into moving up the ladder, Carl felt stuck. His teaching license had lapsed, and 

despite sending out his resume to at least half a dozen companies a week, it had been over a year 

since he’d had an interview. 

Was this all life had to offer? Low pay, treated like crap, loaded with student loan debt and 

high rent, unable to even get a down payment scraped together for a house? Was this really what the 

American dream had promised? 

 

Driving home from work that day, Carl swung by the supermarket to pick up something to 

make for dinner. He routinely got home an hour before Sarah, and she couldn’t cook, anyway, so the 

duty usually fell to him. Which was fine because cooking was one of the few small pleasures in life 

Carl could enjoy. He could be creative with the meal, never following recipes to the letter, feeling his 

seasonings out on a whim. Carl needed these small victories. 

Today, though, nothing looked good to him. The manager’s special section of the meat 

cooler was empty, and the produce department was even worse. The asparagus was wilting, the 

broccoli brown, the bell peppers soft and scarred, and the scarce handful of green beans left in the 

bin was pathetic. 

Carl glanced over at the pre-packaged meal kits longingly, but he just couldn’t bring himself 

to spend $20 on an uninspired, cookie cutter dinner for two that wouldn’t even result in leftovers. 
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Sighing for probably the thirty-third time today, Carl eventually grabbed spaghetti, sauce, a pre-made 

bag of salad, and a frozen loaf of garlic bread. Not adventurous or exciting, but it would do. 

As Carl paid and started out of the store, he spotted the lottery machine and inwardly 

groaned. Generally, he always played, using a set of random numbers he’d hung onto for years and 

buying several weeks’ worth at once because, a. the lottery machine only took cash and he hated to 

have cash, and b. he didn’t want to have to remember to get one every few days. The purpose of the 

second was kind of defeated by the number of times Carl forgot his bet card in the car and had to 

either forgo playing, fill out a new one, or make multiple trips into the store, none an attractive 

option. Today, the card was in the car again, and he hadn’t gotten cash back at the check out. 

Standing in the exit, unwittingly getting in the way of several shoppers trying to rush out, 

Carl was gripped by indecision. It only took a few minutes to grab a new card and fill it out, but he 

already had four in his vehicle because of previous forgets. And while he knew the chances were 

slim that his numbers would come up tonight, he really didn’t like the idea of skipping a drawing, 

sure that the one time he did would be the time he missed out. 

Energy sapped, frustration rising, Carl tossed his bags in the trunk and grabbed the bet card 

and previous weeks’ ticket. He ducked back inside quickly, hoping no one would notice his return or 

see the lottery card in his hand, sure people were judging him both for playing and for going to this 

much effort to do so. He grabbed a candy bar, empty calories he didn’t need, especially because his 

pants were feeling pretty tight this week, and went to the self-checkout. 

Thankfully, it took less than a minute before Carl was back in front of the machine, that 

looming hulk of metal tease. Listlessly, he scanned the last ticket, wondering if he’d won a buck or 

two he could apply towards this week’s purchase. He rarely bothered to check the numbers the 

morning after a drawing any more, waiting until this point to see if he’d won anything. Sometimes, 

he’d match a number of two and get a couple of dollars. In those rare instances, he usually wasted 

them on a scratcher, even though those seemed even worse to him than a regular lottery ticket. 

Carl wondered where his judgment of people who played the lottery primarily came from. 

There were plenty of suspects. His father had always called it a waste if they saw someone 

purchasing a ticket. Peers in school had referred to it as the ‘poor tax,’ and like a good intellectual, 

Carl adamantly agreed with them. The types of people he saw buying tickets were never people Carl 

would want to befriend. And whenever Sarah noticed a ticket in the car, she always scolded him for 
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how stupid it was to play such long odds. Carl had kept buying tickets anyway week after week, and 

he was sure Sarah knew, but neither had mentioned the habit in over a year. 

Looking at the small, blue screen, Carl saw a message he’d never seen before. It read “See 

Lottery Ticket Agent.” That was odd. He was used to “Sorry, not a winner” and familiar with 

“Congratulations $2 Winner! Scan again to play,” but never this. Assuming it was a malfunction (the 

machine was frequently malfunctioning, sending Carl to a second stop on the way home, an even 

more frustrating occurrence than leaving his bet card in the car, and insanely annoying when both 

were combined), Carl went ahead and inserted his cash. Getting his new ticket, Carl went back 

outside, keeping the old one. 

Sticking the key in the ignition of his car, Carl paused. Why had that message displayed? 

Pulling out his phone, he did a quick google search and learned it supposedly meant he had won at 

least $500. 

Carl’s mind jumped. $500! That was cool. He’d probably just put it against his considerable 

credit card debt, but better than nothing. It almost made the hundreds he’d spent these past few 

years worth it. Maybe it was even more. What was the next prize up after $500? $1,000? $10,000? If 

it was $10,000, he could pay off the credit card! Well, almost. Taxes would surely be taken out. 

One thing Carl was sure of was that he hadn’t won the grand prize. If he had, there would 

definitely have been a story in the local news. He’d seen plenty of those. “$600 million won in 

Newark, New Jersey. No winner has come forward yet.” Carl always read the paper, and he was sure 

there hadn’t been anything like that locally any time recently, or as far back as he could remember. 

But still, whatever the amount was, it was the most he’d ever won, and while he couldn’t quit his job, 

he’d be happy to have less owed to his name. 

Glancing at the clock on the dashboard, Carl cursed himself. It was almost time for Sarah to 

be home and he hadn’t even started the water boiling yet. The ticket necessarily on hold for the 

moment, he put the car in gear and headed for his apartment. 

 

It wasn’t until after dinner, the dishes washed and dried, and Sarah fully involved in making 

homemade necklaces to sell on Etsy, that Carl allowed himself to pull up the lottery website. He did 

it surreptitiously, leaning over to block the screen should his girlfriend enter the room, not wanting 

to have another fight with her. 
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How would Sarah react if he had win a sizeable sum? Would she still think he was dumb? 

Would she want to split it? They weren’t married, but they had been together for nearly three years. 

That didn’t entitle her to anything, right? He didn’t mind sharing things like food and books and t-

shirts, but he knew she also had some debt, not quite as much as he did, but some, and he didn’t 

want to have to share the earnings, whatever they were. 

Pulling up the lottery website, it took Carl a few minutes to find past winning numbers. The 

last drawing results were displayed in the banner at the top, but those weren’t his numbers, so he 

must have won in one of the other drawings these past couple of weeks covered by the ticket. 

There it was. The previous Tuesday. 3, 19, 22. All his digits. How much was three numbers 

worth? Oh, wow. 47, 63. Those were his, too. For the briefest of moments, Carl allowed himself to 

hope he had won it all and hadn’t heard, but of course, the last digit didn’t match his card. Still, five 

numbers! WOW! 

Before he even found the prize page, Carl knew what five matching meant. He had won a 

million dollars. Once he confirmed that, he rechecked his numbers and the prize again. And a third 

time. And a fourth, fifth, and sixth, each time expecting something to change. Nothing did. He had 

won a million dollars. 

Carl sat back against the worn, stained couch made out of a material he couldn’t name and 

stared at the screen. A million dollars. What would he do with it all? 

He couldn’t quit his job. He desperately wanted to, of course, but a million dollars wasn’t 

‘fuck you’ money. Maybe if he was more economically-minded, he could invest and use the sum in 

such a way to make it last, but Carl was self-aware enough to realize his limitations. 

Put it in a retirement account? That would be a pretty sweet nest egg. Maybe Carl could even 

retire earlier than he’d thought. Right now, he had his 401K, but he knew that wouldn’t be enough. 

With his credit card and student loan debt, he couldn’t afford to put enough money into that 

account to afford to stop working in his sixties. If he saved it all, well, by the time he was up there 

(only being thirty-seven at the moment), maybe that would get him through his later years. 

The thought felt very unsatisfying. This was a big prize! He couldn’t just sit on it for thirty 

years. That would make it feel like nothing. Perhaps it was the smartest move, but Carl just couldn’t 

imagine going through with it. He would probably never be faced with an opportunity like this again, 

and he didn’t want to squander it. 
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A dream vacation? He’d always wanted to travel. Somewhere where they spoke English; as 

much as the beauty and historical significance of other countries called to him, he’d be miserable in a 

place where he couldn’t understand what was being said around him. Maybe a tour of the UK, 

Scotland, Ireland, England? If he could get off work long enough to really enjoy it. He only had a 

week’s paid time left this year. 

But then he’d have to tell Sarah about the money. It wasn’t until that moment that Carl 

realized he didn’t want to tell Sarah about it. Not at all. He was comfortable with her, not happy 

exactly, but he was too much of a coward to break it off, afraid of being alone, as he had been for 

long periods before. He didn’t give her his all, and while he knew this was the most selfish thing he’d 

kept from her yet, he couldn’t work up much desire to come clean. 

Which meant Carl had two choices. Either he had to spend the money on things she 

wouldn’t notice, or he’d have to break up with her. 

He immediately decided on the former. He wasn’t one for a fancy sports car, anyway, and to 

be honest, a vacation would just make him hate his job more when he returned. Paying off the credit 

card would be easy enough; she didn’t have access to the statement. And his student loan, currently 

on a thirty-year repayment plan that he hadn’t started until after he turned thirty. That could go away 

and she’d be none the wiser. He could increase his retirement contributions and just spend a little 

more from week to week, she probably wouldn’t notice. He could even lie and say he got a nice 

raise. 

Was that it? Had he just decided how to spend the whole million dollars in less than a 

minute? Pay off debt and go out to eat a little more often? Carl thought he would feel happier 

overall, not having those big bills hanging over him all the time, but was it enough to really 

appreciate the million dollars? He wasn’t sure. 

Could he really not tell Sarah? Wouldn’t it gnaw at him over time? Wouldn’t it make him feel 

like a dishonest asshole every time he touched her? Would he just get drunk, break down, and 

confess it all one night, long enough from now that the damage to their relationship would be 

severe? Would that be so bad if it got him out of the relationship? And what kind of slime ball 

would he be to plan out and execute such a thing? 

Quickly, Carl tried to clear his brain of that line of thinking. He wanted to be with Sarah; he 

didn’t want to be alone. He’d made up his mind about that, and even if he wasn’t deeply, 

passionately in love with her, he enjoyed her company. When they spent time together, which wasn’t 
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a lot, those instances were good. Sometimes really good. And he liked sleeping next to her. He liked 

having her here. 

There had been a time when Carl thought he’d be married in his early twenties, having a 

bunch of kids, and live the typical life with the suburban house and fence, not white picket, but 

some kind of brown, tall wood. When he failed to meet anyone that wanted to be with him by the 

time he entered the fourth decade of his life, he gave up on that dream, as he had on so many 

others. 

Now, knowing he didn’t have the energy to keep up with a younger girlfriend, if a younger 

woman would even have him, he had accepted being something a little more than roommates with 

Sarah. At least she was here. She was better than nothing. And sure, she didn’t want to have kids, 

but with Carl’s biological clock telling him it was too late to try for a family with someone else, 

mostly because he didn’t have confidence he’d find another woman he loved in a mere few years, he 

was OK with being childless. Or so he told himself he had to be. 

Carl wondered if Sarah felt the same way about him. She seemed to like him more than he 

liked her, but she did disappear to her crafts room night after night instead of sitting with him. She 

hadn’t done that when they’d first moved in together. Was this her way of pulling back? If nothing 

changed between them, could Carl really count on her sticking around to provide the comfort he 

sought? 

Maybe he should tell her about the money. Maybe they could buy a nice house together, 

instead of this cramped little apartment. Maybe that would bring them close together. Maybe he 

would even fall back in love with her, as he had been for the first few months they were a couple. 

Maybe he could use the money to make her happy, and that would make him happy. 

Carl tried to picture a joyous life with Sarah, but he couldn’t. The smiles, the planting flowers 

together, the taking their imaginary dog for walks, that just didn’t seem like her. Or it didn’t seem 

like him. It definitely didn’t seem like them. The thought should have made him sad, but it didn’t. 

Indecision was the enemy. Carl hated indecision. He was thoughtful, sure, but he didn’t like 

to take too long to decide. If wanted to buy a TV, he’d check the ads in the local newspapers for 

price comparisons, but then he’d walk in a store and buy one; he wouldn’t keep shopping around. 

As much as he hadn’t wanted to have it all figured out in a minute, he also didn’t want to spend half 

an hour wrestling with it. He didn’t have the patience for such an exercise. 
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What would he do, then? He needed to figure out what his gut was telling him and trust it. 

That had worked for him in the past. Well, not always worked, but it was what he did, and he didn’t 

intend to change now. Even for something so important. He’d pick something and live with it. 

 

Carl Schmidt woke up to his alarm blaring garbled nonsense. His girlfriend’s insistent kicks 

spurred him to drag himself out of bed and swat at the top blindly until the noise stopped. But he’d 

forgotten, there were no buttons on the top, and he’d purposely made it play garbled nonsense. 

“Computer. Cancel alarm,” said Carl groggily. 

“Alarm canceled,” came the electronic response, uttered in a generic feminine voice. 

“I hate that thing,” grumbled Sarah, eyes still closed. “Why waste your money on something 

you only use once a day? The old one worked fine.” 

“I got a raise and I wanted to treat myself to something nice,” said Carl. 

“Whatever,” she muttered, turning back over. 

She could think whatever she wanted. As far as Carl was concerned, he’d made the right 

decision. Or, at least the one he could best live with, given his circumstances. 
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Marianne talks all things horror in this bi-weekly podcast – not just movies 

now! Currently on hiatus, season two begins in October, with more insight into 

the scary genre and all the thrills and chills it invokes. Subscribe on iTunes or 

wherever you get your podcasts. 

 

 

 

Captain Richard Kahkay has just taken command of the A.S.S. Thrifty. But he 

doesn’t feel like he deserves the post. These feelings stem from his relationship with 

Grace Thomas, ‘the one that got away,’ but why? How? Who? 

 

Yes, Lt. Who and all your other favorite Universe Journey characters from It’s All 

Been Done Radio Hour are in this as we relive their first missions with new 

perspective, and learn about Kahkay’s history with Grace. 

 

Available now as an ebook and in paperback! 
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